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ABSTRACT

The Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) at Edwards, California has installed the
Edwards Digital Switch (EDS). The EDS is a DS-1 switch capable of switching voice,
encrypted voice, and Time Space Position Information (TSPI) data. Communicating
encrypted voice and TSPI data reliably from the EDS to any other communication system
requires the two systems operate using the same frequency reference. The need to
communicate with other test ranges and over commercially leased lines using the EDS
requires synchronization to a standard frequency source.

The current synchronization method used at the AFFTC is unacceptable for the EDS. A
hierarchal system of synchronization networking will be implemented to provide a
common reference to each of the systems interfacing the EDS. The Master Timing Station
(MTS), which provides synchronization reference to most of the AFFTC resources, is
aging and must be upgraded. The upgrade of the MTS and the restructuring of the
synchronization signal distribution will be completed simultaneously.

Traceability to the United States Naval Observatory (USNO) and the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) is required to provide the necessary synchronization to allow the EDS to
interface reliably with other systems. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is being
considered as the primary source for frequency calibration traceable to the USNO and
NBS.



BACKGROUND

The number of digital systems continue to increase along with their ability to operate
higher data rates. Higher data rates is directly related to the precision of data that can be
obtained. In the testing environment, such as the AFFTC, two factors that directly impact
the ability to collect precise data and transfer that data to the end user are timing and
synchronization.

SYNCHRONIZATION

Synchronization in a digital system is defined as the relationship between significant
instances (pulse edges) of two data streams. The important factor in the synchronization of
a digital system is the phase relationship of the two significant instances. A synchronous
network is one where the transmitting device is sending data at the exact same rate as the
receiving device is detecting it. The phase relationship of the data stream relative to each
device need not be the same, the only requirement is that the phase relationship remain
constant.

The AFFTC has digital data gathering and dissemination systems throughout the range. It
is very important to ensure these devices can communicate reliably. High standards of
synchronization must be obtained at the AFFTC to ensure bit slips, repetition or deletion of
a bit in a bit stream, do not occur. Bit slips degrade data transmission quality.

TIMING

Timing is commonly known as Time of Day (TOD). The AFFTC is interested in precision
timing. Standard timing signal formats exist, the common standards used by ranges are
defined by the Telecommunications Group (TG) of the Range Commanders Council
(RCC), formerly the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG). The most common
standard used at the AFFTC is IRIG-B, which provides millisecond precision.

Precision timing is critical for time stamping data points during aircraft testing. Each data
retrieval system (e.g. cameras, trackers, etc) time stamps all events during a test mission, it
is critical that the time stamp from one system is the same as all other systems for a given
event.

As digital networks are able to operate at higher rates, it will be possible for very precise
data to be obtained. The need for a system that can provide precise timing data, even down
to nanosecond precision, is envisioned.



SYNCHRONIZATION METHODS

There are three different types of synchronization commonly used for data communications
(including voice). Different types of synchronization dictate the data transmission format in
a network.

Asynchronous transmission is characterized by the data format used in its transmission.
The data format is usually one byte (eight bits) at a time plus start and stop bits.
Asynchronous transmission allows the transmit and receiving devices to have different
reference clocks. The clocks used by each device are accurate enough with respect to one
another that a bit slip does not occur in ten bits. Modems often operate in asynchronous
modes.

Synchronous transmission is characterized by the use of a common clock to control the
transmitting device and the receiving device. With each device using the same clock, the
receiver is detecting the bits at the same rate the transmitter is sending them. The data
format in synchronous operation is a continuous bit stream with no start and stop bits.

Plesiochronous transmission is characterized by the transmitting and receiving device
operating with different reference clocks, but using synchronous data formats. The clocks
in this method are accurate enough to stay quasi-synchronous for long periods of time.

METHODS OF SYNCHRONIZATION DISTRIBUTION

Synchronization is based on the distribution of a frequency source. A frequency reference
can be distributed through many layers of nodes each referencing to the higher level, or
averaged for the best estimate. This section describes different ways a frequency reference
can be distributed.

Master-Slave synchronization is characterized by a tree or star structure of distribution.
One device is the reference timing source for every other device in the network. Timing is
distributed away from the central source to one or more levels of distribution. This is the
simplest and most common method of distribution.[1] Timing is recovered from
transmitted data using a clock recovery circuit.

External reference synchronization is similar to the Master-Slave method in that each node
in a network is synchronized to a single reference. The master clock in this scheme is an
external reference. There are several external references available today. The LORAN-C
and the Global Positioning System (GPS) navigational signals serve as good sources of
timing and frequency reference. Each of these and the American Telephone & Telegraph
(AT&T) telecommunication network is discussed below as a source of network timing.



In the United States the United States Naval Observatory (USNO) monitors and distributes
Universal Coordinated Time (UTC). The best time references are traceable to USNO and
UTC.

LORAN C AS A REFERENCE SOURCE

The LORAN-C system is a United States Coast Guard (USCG) controlled terrestrial
system of navigation. Time and frequency references, which are of particular interest, can
be obtained through groundwaves from a series of LORAN-C transmitters. Since
LORAN-C relies on groundwaves, the signal quality can be affected severely by
atmospheric conditions. LORAN-C has long been the best available source for time and
frequency reference. The LORAN-C signal is traceable to USNO and UTC.

GPS AS A REFERENCE SOURCE

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a United States’ military controlled satellite
radio-navigational system. When the full constellation of satellites is deployed, GPS will
provide 24 hour three dimensional position coverage of the earth, including time, traceable
to UTC accurate to within 0.1 microsecond.[2]

The GPS also provides a stable frequency reference. On board each of the GPS satellites
are four atomic clocks for redundancy. Each of the atomic clocks can be recallibrated from
earth as required. This system of atomic standards insures that the signals broadcast by
each of the satellites is very stable. Typical stability of the cesium oscillators in Block II
GPS satellites is 1 or 2 parts in 10  over a one day period.[3] The frequency stability of13

the GPS signal is intentionally degraded by the United States military to avoid
unauthorized users from having extremely precise position data. This intentional
degradation is known as Selective Availability (SA). GPS performance is monitored and
verified by various laboratories such as the United States Naval Observatory (USNO), the
National Institute of Standards and Technology, and the Network Synchronization
Laboratory at AT&T Bell Laboratories.

AT&T AS A REFERENCE SOURCE

AT&T has a major interest in network synchronization. It provides synchronization to its
own nation-wide telecommunications network, many of the Regional Bell Operating
Companies, and many private networks.[4] AT&T has set up its own system of
synchronization.

AT&T has a system of 16 Primary Reference Clocks (PRCs) which incorporate GPS
receivers and secondary atomic standards (rubidium oscillators) to achieve a frequency



stability of a few parts in 10 .[4] In addition to GPS and the atomic standard, AT&T also13

uses a system of verification where each node monitors and is monitored by two other
PRCs.[4]

EXISTING TIMING STATION

The existing timing station is old and difficult to use. It operates independently of all other
clocks which makes AFFTC a “timing island”. (If communications existed between
AFFTC and any off base system, bit slips are likely to occur.) This section describes the
existing system and the deficiencies inherent to it. The two modes of operation, startup and
normal operations, of the MTS are also discussed.

Figure 1. Existing Timing Station Configuration.



DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING MTS

The AFFTC employs a Master-Slave synchronization distribution scheme. When the MTS
was designed, no other clock source was anticipated, therefore, all systems were
synchronized to it. With the growing requirement to communicate with other test ranges
over both dedicated lines and commercial telephone lines and the advent of GPS, the
existing system no longer meets the requirements.

Currently, three other ranges (Naval Weapons Center, Vandenberg Air Force Base, and
Tonopah Test Range) receive their inter-range communications timing through
communications links with the AFFTC. It is anticipated that one or more of these ranges
will upgrade their own timing and synchronization reference to a source traceable to UTC
through GPS.

The frequency reference in the existing MTS is provided by a free running Rubidium
oscillator. The EFRATOM rubidium standards are more than 14 years old and are no
longer manufactured. Maintenance on the two oscillators is difficult due to their age.

The MTS uses both GPS and LORAN-C in its current configuration for periodic
verification of the system performance. Comparisons to GPS are performed only when
there is a noticeable performance degradation of the rubidium oscillator. Verification of the
rubidiums 1 PPS output is checked against LORAN-C daily. The network timing itself is
not verified by an external reference.

The GPS receiver used in the MTS is a Datum Model 9390-5142 GPS
Receiver/Frequency Monitor. The unit has a frequency accuracy of 1 part in 10 . Austron7

Model 2000 LORAN-C receivers are used in the MTS. The LORAN-C receivers are over
10 years old and require manual synchronization to the LORAN-C Time of Coincidence
(TOC). Manual synchronization, even by an experienced user, can take a significant
amount of time.

The MTS uses seven Datum Data Dual Line Amplifiers (DDLA) to distribute IRIG-B, the
only signal distributed from the MTS. Each site on the base operates synchronously,
deriving its frequency reference from the MTS. There are two notable exceptions to this.
The first is the Time Space Position Information (TSPI) switch and the second is the
Advanced Range Data System (ARDS) which are discussed below.

STARTUP OPERATIONS

Start-up of the timing system is performed manually. First the Loran-C receiver must be
synchronized to the Loran signal. This process is very precise and requires an experienced



operator to execute it in a reasonable amount of time. After the Loran receiver is
synchronized the timing station can be synchronized using known propagation delays.

A normal delay from the primary west coast Loran transmitting station is known. Every
morning the timing operators call the USNO in Washington D.C. to find out the daily
difference from the normal delay. With this knowledge the AFFTC Master Timing station
can be synchronized with the proper delay to the Loran signals.

In conjunction with the Loran-C timing signal, the timing station must be provided with the
exact Time-of-Day (TOD). The TOD is supplied by the west coast Geo-Stationary
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES). The GOES receiver in the MTS provides an
IRIG-B signal, which contains the TOD traceable to UTC, to a Synchronized Time Code
Generator (STCG).

Once the TOD is available and the Loran signal is synchronized and the delays are known,
the system is ready for final configuration. The incoming Loran 1 Pulse-per-Second (PPS)
signal and the 1 PPS signal from the STCG are compared at a frequency counter. The
output signal of the STCG is adjusted to have the proper delay from the incoming Loran
signal. Figure 1 shows the MTS and its interfaces.

NORMAL OPERATIONS

The STCG generates the timing signal for the MTS. The STCG is driven by an external
free-running rubidium oscillator. The rubidium oscillator is periodically synchronized and
calibrated to the Global Positioning Satellites (GPS). Calibration and synchronization is
performed when any drift or change in the oscillator is noticed. Normal verification of the
rubidium oscillator is performed daily using the LORAN-C receiver and the 1 PPS output.
Two of the STCG-rubidium oscillator combinations exist: one primary, one secondary.
The system has an automatic switch that monitors the primary oscillator and the STCG and
switches to the back-up should the primary fail for any reason.

The synchronized signal is distributed from the MTS. The IRIG B signal is sent via
landline from building 1440 to building 2600. From 2600 the signal is sent via landline to
building 4970 and building 8377, which is at Leuhman Ridge. At this time the landline link
between building 2600 and 8377 is not functioning, a scheduled repair date is not known.
The signal at 4970 is sent by digital microwave to building 8377 at Leuhman Ridge. The
signal from building 8359 is sent by landline to building 8377. Building 8377 is the
transmitter site for the IRIG B timing signal at the AFFTC. The transmitter provides a line
of sight transmission pattern for 40 miles in all directions.[6] Many of the on range sites
have a landline back-up to the 8377 transmitter.



The Leuhman Ridge site also has STCGs that are programmed to compensate for the
known signal delay from the MTS (approximately 270 micro-seconds). The delay to the
end user is then the delay in the signal path from the Leuhman Ridge site and the end user.

Not all of the users of the signal from Leuhman Ridge are known. Many users employ the
signal from the transmitter at Leuhman Ridge for synchronization of networks and are not
traceable by AFFTC personnel.

TSPI DATA SWITCH AND THE EXISTING MTS

The TSPI switch is used to distribute data from range radars to users throughout the base
such as Trackers, cameras, and mission control rooms. This data is used to track aircraft
and allow users to follow the progress of their aircraft. The primary function of the AFFTC
Range is to collect data on aircraft, without reliable data transmission techniques, the
AFFTC’s capability is diminished.

The TSPI switch, specifically the TSPI RED switch, is a digital switch which derives its
timing internally. Each site on the range has a site interface unit (SIU) which
communicates with the TSPI switch through a series of modems. Each site derives its
timing through the Leuhman Ridge IRIG-B signal. Since the TSPI switch and the SIUs do
not derive their timing from the same source, bit slips occur. The resulting timing method
is plesiochronous. A diagram of the existing timing condition is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Plesiochronous Operation of SIUs.

ARDS AND THE EXISTING MTS

The ARDS is being developed as GPS based system to track aircraft. The goal of the
ARDS effort is to provide highly accurate real time data on an aircraft’s position and
velocity.

Since the ARDS is GPS based, it is synchronizing its communications link to GPS. The
existing MTS is only calibrated occasionally to GPS and the free running rubidium
oscillator is not steered to GPS in any other way. Calibration of the MTS to GPS ensures
that the MTS and ARDS clocks are nominally the same, but the frequency of the free
running oscillator drifts relative to GPS.



The ARDS and the timing station do, however, leave an interface. A unit has been
installed that serves as a buffer between the ARDS and the existing TSPI switch. The
buffer allows the transition of data between the GPS referenced ARDS system and the
other systems that are referenced to the free-running oscillator of the MTS. The resulting
method of synchronization is, as in the case of the TSPI switch, plesiochronous.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MTS UPGRADE

The mission of the MTS is to provide a common frequency reference and highly accurate
time reference to digital systems at the AFFTC. In addition to this requirement, it is now
also necessary to be synchronous with a national timing standard so reliable
communications can be performed with off base systems as well. Communications with off
base systems sometimes require that commercial systems (e.g. AT&T lines) be used or
that the other system receive its synchronization reference from a different reliable source.

All systems throughout the base must operate synchronously to ensure correct data
transfer. The best method of maintaining reliable communications is to ensure every
system has a reference clock traceable to the same source. In addition to the on base
synchronization, reliable communications must be guaranteed for communication off base.

The new MTS should be capable of distributing IRIG-B and T1 signals. The new MTS
must be capable of feeding the existing IRIG-B distribution system and all down stream
systems. The synchronous T1 signal will be used to synchronize the EDS and all other T1
multiplexers.

The MTS must be designed so distribution of higher data rates is possible as the
requirements develop. As the requirement for more precise data evolves and the need for
higher data rates is realized, the MTS must be upgradeable without significant cost or
effort. A flexible design now means easy upgrades in the future.

REFERENCE SOURCE

The new MTS must be a self-sufficient provider of both synchronization and time
reference that is compatible with all other systems across the nation. This can only be done
by providing a highly accurate highly stable source to drive the MTS. To be highly
accurate the external reference must be traceable to UTC.

Ensuring that the AFFTC receives its timing from a source that is traceable to UTC will
resolve the plesiochronous operation between the AFFTC and other systems, as long as
the other systems are referenced to a source traceable to UTC. ARDS receives its timing 



from GPS which is traceable to UTC, therefore, the synchronization problem between the
MTS and ARDS would be resolved.

The receiver used to acquire the signal traceable to UTC must automatically synchronize
itself to the reference signal. The existing system requires manual acquisition of the
LORAN-C signal. Automatic acquisition is a more precise and quicker method of
synchronization.

CLOCK SOURCE

The AFFTC has systems operating 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Therefore a stable
source of synchronization must operate continuously. If the external source of
synchronization is lost, the MTS must be able to operate with near the same level of
accuracy.

Since operations of the MTS is continuous, the MTS should be able to maintain a precise
reference unattended for a minimum) of three days, the typical length of a holiday
weekend. Therefore, if all external references are lost the MTS should be able to operate
in holdover operation (no external reference) without a bit slip for three days.

For T1 distribution (1.544 MHZ) one bit width is 648 nanoseconds. A frequency drift of
one-half a bit width will cause a bit slip. Therefore, over a three day period the reference
clock must have a frequency stability of:

324 x 10  sec / (3 days x 24 hours/day x 3600 sec/hour) = 1.25 x 10.-9              -12

For a frequency of 10 MHZ, the frequency stability required over three days is 1.93 x
10 . To have a system that is easily upgradeable to providing a 10 MHZ output, the-13

reference clock must have a stability of a few parts in 10.13

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

The need for verification of the synchronization source can be seen in AT&T’s
synchronization scheme. There must be at least two separate layers of signal verification:
one from an independent source and one from within the system.

A reliable timing station must be designed so that no single point of failure exists. The
timing recovery and synchronization portions of the system should be fully redundant,
preferably with automatic switchover capability built-in. The verification portion of the
system should also occur at more than one level. The distribution of the timing and 



synchronization should also be redundant where possible. Failure of a single path in the
distribution should not affect the AFFTC’s ability to generate and communicate data on the
test range.

Design of the new system can account for the timing and synchronization recovery and
verification segments of the MTS upgrade, however, the existing distribution system must
be looked at for single points of failure. The obvious single point of failure is the digital
microwave from building 4970 to Leuhman Ridge (See Figure 1). The new MTS design
must remedy this single point of failure.

The system should also have a remote monitoring capability. The system should be reliable
so that minimal monitoring is required. Therefore, the personnel required to perform the
monitoring may not be physically collocated with the system. An interface to each of the
major components of the MTS must be capable of providing system performance
information to a remote panel or computer.

TSPI SWITCH

The TSPI switch is in the process of being upgraded to be part of the new Edwards Digital
Switch (EDS). The EDS is an AT&T Digital Access Cross-Connect II (DACS II) based
system that switches T1s at the DS-0 level. TSPI data is RS-232 data running at 2400 bits
per second (bps) that is being coded into a DS-0 of a T1.

The EDS must be referenced to the MTS for two reasons. First, to communicate TSPI data
at the AFFTC, the SIUs and the switch must be referenced to the same source. Second to
communicate with other ranges, either voice or data, the EDS must be synchronized to a
national standard. The input reference signal to the DACS II is a T1, a 5 MegaHertz
(MHZ) signal can also be used but more hardware is required in the DACS frames.

As shown in Figure 2, the IRIG-B signal from the MTS and the data stream from the EDS
(TSPI Data Switch in Figure 2) would be synchronous. If the SIUs take their
synchronization from the incoming data stream of the EDS, the link from the MTS can be
a secondary source of synchronization. The link to the MTS must be maintained to provide
timing information to each site.

REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

The following is a summary list of requirements the MTS upgrade must meet:

1) It must provide synchronous operation to all systems at the AFFTC and allow
inter-range communications synchronization.



2) Provide the following signal sources for distribution: IRIG-B, 1 PPS, and T1.

3) Easily upgradeable to the following signal sources: IRIG-A, 5 MHZ, and 10 MHZ.

4) Time and frequency references traceable to UTC. Timing must be traceable to UTC
within 100 nanoseconds.

5) Provide the ability to maintain synchronization with UTC for a period of 3 days
without steering from an external source. Frequency stability of a few parts in 10 .13

6) Provide redundancy to eliminate any single point of failure.

7) Provide verification from at least one source that is not part of the on-line
synchronization of the AFFTC.

8) Automatic acquisition of reference signal.

9) Allow remote monitoring of system performance.

SOLUTIONS

This section discusses solutions and implementations for a system that will meet the
requirements listed in the requirements summary. The MTS is broken down into three
segments for addressing the requirements listed above: timing and synchronization
recovery, distribution, and verification.

TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION RECOVERY

To maintain traceability of UTC, the system must be driven from a source directly
traceable to USNO or some other highly reliable source. This rules out a free-running
oscillator driving the MTS. To ensure both a reliable time reference and frequency
reference are available to the MTS, GPS is recommended as a system driver. GPS offers
two magnitudes better timing information to a user than does LORAN-C.[7] The system of
atomic clocks on board each GPS satellite provides a stable reference frequency that can
be used for synchronization.

LORAN-C is still a useful tool for a frequency reference. It has been shown that the
LORAN-C frequency reference is as stable as GPS under Selective Availability (SA).[7]
Therefore, to satisfy the redundancy requirement, LORAN-C should be used as a back up
source to GPS.



Using a GPS receiver, also satisfies (lie requirement for automatic acquisition. GPS is
designed for multiple satellites to be in view at once and many receivers are capable of
automatically tracking all of the GPS satellites in view. The more satellites that can be
acquired by the GPS receiver ensures redundancy in the case of a GPS satellite failure

GPS receivers usually require a stable reference input clock. To meet the frequency
stability requirement, an atomic clock must be used. The cesium oscillator is the
recommended selection because of the greater frequency stability that can be maintained.

The Timing and Synchronization Recovery segment of the system must be capable of
outputting the required signals to the Distribution segment. Therefore, outputs of the
recovery segment should be IRIG-B and 1.544 MHZ (T1 rate).

An alternative to the output of the T1 rate is to output a signal to the distribution system,
where a synchronous T1 can be derived and distributed. This alternative method to
distribute T1 is being implemented due to the immediate requirement for a synchronous
T1. This distribution is based on an Austron model 3800 Timing Signal Generator. This
unit takes a 5 MHZ reference signal and generates a synchronous T1 output.

The requirement to avoid any single point of failure dictates that two receivers be used in
the MTS. An automatic switchover is required to avoid losing synchronization at the
AFFTC. The switchover should be part of the distribution system and is discussed below.

To alleviate the single point of failure of the digital microwave, it is recommended that a
GPS receiver be placed at the Leuhman Ridge distribution point. An automatic switch
should also be installed at Leuhman Ridge. It may be possible to have the GPS receiver
operate with an internal oscillator or an external rubidium oscillator. Short term stability is
the critical issue, the Leuhman Ridge backup timing unit only needs to operate in holdover
mode until the digital microwave link is re-established. An external rubidium oscillator is
recommended to allow easy addition of the 10 MHZ output.

Figure 3 shows a configuration that meets all requirements of a recovery system.

TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION DISTRIBUTION

The Distribution segment of the MTS must be capable of distributing all the signals
provided by the Recovery segment. Furthermore, all systems at the AFFTC must interface
the MTS through the distribution segment. Figure 4 shows the distribution segment along
with the required recovery segment



Figure 3. Recovery Segment of MATS Upgrade.

Figure 4. Distribution Segment of MATS Upgrade.

The existing distribution system is capable of meeting all the IRIG-B distribution needs.
An IRIG-B signal must be provided to the existing distribution system by the new recovery
system.

The T1 requirement is immediate and being implemented in the near future. The Austron
model 3800 Timing Signal Generator is being installed to take a 5 MHZ signal from the
existing MTS to derive a T1 for distribution. In addition to its twenty outputs, the 3800 is
capable of monitoring the signal quality and switching to a secondary input signal
automatically or, if desired, manual switchover is also possible.

An automatic switch from a primary source to a secondary source is required to meet the
no single point of failure requirement. The switch should perform monitoring of the input
signals to determine whether or not the input signal is acceptable.



As seen in Figure 1, the most obvious single point of failure is the digital microwave from
building 4970 to Leuhman Ridge. To eliminate this single point of failure, one of two
things must occur: the redundant signal path from building 2600 to Leuhman Ridge must
be repaired or replaced; or a redundant Timing recovery system must exist at Leuhman
Ridge as proposed above.

TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION VERIFICATION

The primary objective of the MTS is to distribute accurate tinning and synchronization. If
the information is not accurate, the objective of the MTS is not satisfied. Verification of
the synchronization information must be performed to meet the objective. Figure 5 shows
the complete diagram of the MTS upgrade functional requirements. The verification
segment has been added to complete the diagram.

Figure 5. Full Functional Diagram of MATS Upgrade.

The best of all possibilities is to verify the synchronization data directly by UTC. Since
this is not possible, the next best option is to verify the information from an independent
source which is synchronized to UTC. A large distribution system in the United States is
AT&T. AT&T is simple to interface with and the capability to monitor the system
performance relative to AT&T can be accomplished using the Austron 3800 unit.

Verification within the system is also an important method of “self-help”. Instead of
allowing the redundant Synchronization Recovery segment units to remain unused until the



backup is needed, they should be used as verification sources to the primary units.
Verification could be provided both from the secondary unit within the MTS and from the
recovery system at Leuhman Ridge, provided a link is available.

The verification system is designed to monitor the quality of the signals and to monitor the
health of the MTS. The Verification system should be equipped with units to monitor the
relative phase of two signals. Synchronization of a system can be monitored by ensuring
the relative pleases of two signals remain constant. Linear phase recorders or some other
please comparator device can be used for this purpose.

Signals from the Reference receivers should be monitored against each other, along with
the outputs of the atomic clocks. By performing the monitoring in this method, the device
that has failed can immediately be identified. If a cesium oscillator for GPS receiver unit
fails, the phase comparators are situated such that the discrepancy is immediately
noticeable. This configuration of phase comparators allows the GPS receivers to track
each other so no false alarms should appear due to an atomic oscillator slipping a bit
relative to the GPS signal.

Many units have alarms generated from self diagnostics. A single unit which can monitor
the alarms from all the units should be incorporated into the system to allow an operator to
check the status of the system at a glance. An alarm panel is therefore required to be
connected to any unit in the system that generates an internal alarm.

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

Once a system is designed and chosen, other factors must be considered for the successful
completion of the MTS upgrade. This section identifies a few of those considerations.

PLACEMENT OF MTS

The present location of the MTS is not near any of the critical systems that it serves. With
an automated timing system, the requirement for full time MTS staffing no longer exists. It
is therefore important to locate the MTS where cross-utilization of personnel is possible.
Consideration should be given to moving the MTS into the Technical Control Center
(TCC) of the RMCC or collocated with the EDS so personnel responsible in one of those
areas can monitor the MTS as required.

LOCATION OF GPS RECEIVERS

The building on which the GPS antennas are to be located are already dense with other
antennas. Concern exists as to whether any of the existing antennas will interfere with the



GPS receivers’ ability to lock up on the satellite signals. Careful consideration should be
given to the placement of the GPS antennas as unwanted interference with the antennas
could degrade the performance of the MTS.

REMOTELY LOCATED GPS RECEIVERS

By migrating to a GPS based timing System, the precision of time information between
two sites can be improved by locating GPS receivers at each site. The precision of timing
information transmitted from the MTS to a site one-half mile from the MTS, and to a site
10 miles from the MTS has impact on the quality of the information. If cameras and
trackers and other data generating systems were receiving data directly from a local GPS
receiver, no propagation delays would exist from the MTS to the site.

By building a GPS based system, it is possible to install GPS receivers at any or all of the
remote sites to improve timing precision and accuracy any time in the future.

CONCLUSION

The decision to transfer TSPI data through the EDS forces an upgrade of the MTS at the
AFFTC. The ability to reliably transfer data from one test range to another depends on the
ability of the two ranges to maintain synchronization. The quality of the data also depends
on the accuracy and precision of the data from one data retrieval site to another.

The GPS offers the perfect solution to provide a very stable frequency reference and time
source traceable to the USNO. Equipment is available to synchronize networks and
equipment at a variety of data rates. Building a high quality timing station with a flexible
design today allows for adaptation to the requirements of tomorrow.
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